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TABUAÇO: MAIS QUE D’OURO

LOCATION - Saavedra place, Valongo Farm – Adorigo, Tabuaço

ACESS - Road 512

GPS COORDINATES - 41º 09`09.34”N / 7º 38`14.48”W

OWNER - Unknown

PROTECTION - Property of public interest (Decree n. 35909 of 

17/10/1946, n.º95)

MATERIAL - Granite

DIMENSIONS - 141cm x 36cm x 26cm

TECNICAL DESCRIPTION - Parallelepiped granite landmark, from 

curved finish and highly polished granite face, presenting on the 

face main, facing the path, the inscription "FEITORIA R 1761",

distributed over three lines. Some gaps in the edges.

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION - Sixth milestone of the sum and 

addition to the demarcation at the Tedo site, placed on top of the 

vineyards of Henrique Gabriel da Silva, on the way from Tedo to 

Santa Leocádia, paid by the land owner. Still in the same place, 

overlooking the road that connects the mouth of Tedo and Adorigo, 

in an area of shrubby vegetation with traces of walls to support 

vineyards.

The bottom two lines of the epigraph appear to be a modern 

addition, not just because they feature cut and scale different from 

the top, but also because when the vineyards from Além Douro, 

consulted by Álvaro Moreira da Fonseca, specify which letters are 

inscribed in this frame. It is likely that someone wanted to 

“complete” the application so that it would look like the landmark 

located next to the neighboring farm in Valongo.

STATUS/CONSERVATION - Reasonable. Various lichen stains and 

some mosses. Needs biocide treatment and enveloping cleaning.
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LANDMARK ON THE PUBLIC PATH OF
TEDO TO ADORIGO - NEXT TO THE 
VALONGO FARM
LOCATION - Public path of Tedo to Adorigo, next to the Valongo 

Farm – Adorigo, Tabuaço

ACESS - Road 512

GPS COORDINATES - 41º 09`16.43”N / 7º 38`07.97”W

OWNER - Public Domain

PROTECTION - Property of public interest (Decree n. 35909 of 

17/10/1946, n.º95)

MATERIAL - Granite

DIMENSIONS (cm) - 101cm x 30cm x 20cm

DEMARCATION DATE - 29/04/1761

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - Parallelepiped granite landmark of 

smooth finish, presenting on the main face, facing the path, with 

the inscription “FEITORIA R 1761”, distributed by four lines. Posterior 

face chopped. Stuck in a cliff.

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION - Fifth milestone of the sum and 

addition to the demarcation at the Tedo site, placed on the road 

from Adorigo to Tedo, below a vineyard. Was paid by Fernando 

Rebelo Osório, in whose vineyard was placed the fourth milestone. 

Still is in the same place, chopped in a cliff where the wall is placed, 

but that is obstructed in some zones.

CONDITION/CONSERVATION - Good. Several lichen stains at the 

top. Need biocide treatment.
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LANDMARK IN THE ALAGOAS FARM
LOCATION - Aveleira Farm – Távora, Tabuaço

ACESS - Road 323

GPS COORDINATES - 41º 05`26.96”N / 7º 31`25.91”W

OWNER - Maria Fernanda Soeiro Macedo Pinto

PROTECTION - Property of public interest (Decree n. 35909 of 

17/10/1946, n.º95)

MATERIAL - Granite

DIMENSIONS (cm) - 153cm x 38cm x 20cm

DEMARCATION DATE - 02/05/1761

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - Parallelepiped granite landmark with 

smooth finish, presenting on the main face, facing the path, the 

inscription “FEITORIA”, distributed by two lines. Irregular back face, 

with 12cm thick in the narrowest part.

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION - Third milestone of the sum and 

addition of the demarcation of the site from Tedo to Távora, at the 

Aveleira site, placed in the corner of the chestnut at the São Pedro 

das Águias Convent. Álvaro Moreira da Fonseca locates it in the 

Alagoas place, against the wall that borders the Aveleira Farm, on 

the south side. Later, when the vineyard was built, the owner 

brought the landmark to the entrance of the farm, where it remains.

CONDITION/CONSERVATION - Good. Small spots on top and on 

superior part.
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LANDMARK IN AVELEIRA FARM
LOCATION - Aveleira Farm – Távora, Tabuaço

ACESS - Road 323

GPS COORDINATES  - 41º 05`25.02”N / 7º 30`54.19”W

OWNER - Maria Fernanda Soeiro Macedo Pinto

PROTECTION - Property of public interest (Decree n. 35909 of 

17/10/1946, n.º95)

MATERIAL - Granite

DIMENSIONS (cm) - 126cm x 47cm x 17cm

DEMARCATION DATE - 02/05/1761

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - Parallelepiped granite landmark with 

smooth finish, presenting on the main face, facing the path, the 

inscription “FEITORIA”, distributed by two lines. Is embedded in the 

wall of the oublic path, so the side and posterior faces are irregular.

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION - Fourth milestone of the sum and 

addition of the demarcation of the site from Tedo to Távora, at the 

Aveleira site, placed in the corner of the chestnut at the São Pedro 

das Águias Convent. Álvaro Moreira da Fonseca locates it on the wall 

in the Aveleira Farm, near the Fumo Bridge, where it remains. This 

wall belongs to a public path that is obstructed by vegetation.

CONDITION/CONSERVATION - Reasonable. The vegetation on the 

way makes the access difficult and concentrates humidity, which 

justifies the amount of moss in the base. Needs surrounding 

cleaning and biocide treatment. 
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